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In the course of a tune's transmission, the metrical pattern
is the part which undergoes the least change. A set of versions
of a song, which have stemmed from a common original, may
differ one from another in key, in mode and in arrangement
of phrases but as a rule they will still have the same metrical
pattern. This seems to be the case with the "Lord Thomas"
series of tunes, at least of the several dozen that I have examined.
Miss Gilchrist confirms this in her study of "Lamkin"22:
"As constant as Lamkin's name is its triple-time metre—a
metre which can be traced back to the sixteenth century and
maybe earlier. It is the metre of The Death of Queen Jane*
(170), of 'Six Dukes Went A-fishing', of the old song, The
Cuckoo*, of The Lost Lady Found', The Virgin Unspotted',
and in Scotland of 'Lord RandaP, 'Colin's Cattle* and of
a version of 'Gil Morrice' ('Child Maurice', 83) to which
Herd says 'Lammikin' is sung. It is also known in Wales;
and Lamkin's tunes show connections with most of these
tunes; though it is impossible to say how and when borrowings
took~place." Miss Gilchrist implies that there is one original
tune behind all the versions of both "Lamkin" and "Lord
Randal", of which the metrical pattern has survived through
centuries of oral transmission. Presumably the "Lord Randal"
tune diverged from the "Lamkin" tune at some period, when
it established its own special pattern of long lines in triple
metre, and this pattern has been preserved throughout the
many variations which the "Lord Randal" tune has itself
undergone.
The history of "Lamkin" and "Lord Randal" provides
an example of the way in which variations of ballad tunes
arise. The best general description of this process is Miss
Gilchrist's: "A new ballad coming into currency would not
be sung to a new tune. The singer often brings to the new
words some tune he already knows and so makes them
acquainted. Often the tune brings with it some of the words
—perhaps only the refrain—the singer already associates with
it, which may have no relation whatever to the new ballad.
The contact of tune and words results in the adaptation of the
one to the other. Sometimes one, sometimes each, insensibly

